Am. Sub. H.B. 166
As Passed by the Senate

moved to amend as follows:

1 In line 107 of the title, delete "5123.042,"
2 In line 300, delete "5123.042,"
3 Delete lines 63392 through 63404
4 In line 64543, after the period delete the balance of the line
5 Delete line 64544
6 In line 64734, delete "the"
7 In line 64735, delete "program and" and insert "residential"; after "services" delete the balance of the line
8 In line 64736, delete "3323. of the Revised Code"
9 In line 64738, delete "so"; after "offered" insert "as
residential services"
10 In line 82891, delete "5123.042,"

The motion was ______ agreed to.

**SYNOPSIS**

**Information provided by county DD boards**

R.C. 5126.047 (primary), 5123.042 (removed), and 5126.01

Revises, as follows, the House-added and Senate-modified provision that requires county boards of developmental
disabilities (county DD boards) to provide persons certain
information about services:

   (1) Provides that the requirement applies when a person
   inquires about residential services rather than when a person
   inquires about the programs and services offered under state law
   governing county DD boards and the education of children with
   disabilities;

   (2) Limits the information that is to be provided to the
   different types of programs and services offered as residential
   services rather than the different types of programs and
   services offered under state law governing county DD
   boards and
   the education of children with disabilities.

Removes the Senate-added provision that provides that the
services of intermediate care facilities for individuals with
intellectual disabilities are not residential services.